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New Roles for Old Roles – Do We Need Library Carpentry?  
40mins 

DESCRIPTION 

Established in 1998, Software Carpentry is a worldwide volunteer organisation whose goal is to make scientists more 
productive, and their work more reliable, by teaching them basic computing skills. New, related ‘carpentry’-style spinoff 
projects have since been created – Data Carpentry being the most prominent. James Baker from the British Library has 
recently offered a series of London ‘Library Carpentry’ (http://librarycarpentry.github.io/city-november-2015/) 
workshops which will tack on library-specific training to Software Carpentry’s core lessons.   
 
Do we need Library Carpentry here? Or are we doing all right without it? Is Library Carpentry a natural extension of 

librarians’ roles and skill sets? Or not? As the demand for these skills increases, can librarians take a lead role in 

developing them? 

Many librarians are already moving, or have moved, into new roles as data librarians or knowledge managers. Many are 
working in eResearch support, especially around data management. However many librarians still feel unsure of how to 
make the transition – what skills they might need, what bodies of knowledge they should master, what technologies 
they should learn.  

The British Library Digital Scholarship Training Program covers crowdsourcing, data visualisation, information 
integration (mash-ups, APIs and the semantic web), programming in libraries, cleaning up data, and mapping data. 

Is that what Library Carpentry should look like?  

The Panel will address these issues. We look forward to the discussion! 
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